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SYNOPSIS
Pretensioned, prestressed concrete relies on bond between
the wire I:md the concrete for the transfer of the prestress from
the wire to the concrete.
This research was mainly concerned with the determination
. of the length of a 0.10" wire required to trensfer the total pre-
stress on the wire to the concrete.
Three lengths of embedments were used namely; 1', 3' and
4.5'. Of each length three specimens were made for the tests •
The cross-sections of all specimens were substantiallY the same,
5"x5", with twenty-five wires unifqrmly spaced.across the cross-
section.
During the performance of the research some difficulty was
encountered in finding an efficient and reliable method for pre-
stressing the wires. This took 8 large portion of the work and
is described later more fully.
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10 GENEhf~: Prestressed concrete is one of the most useful
develVopments in modern construction o It has many advantages
over ordinary reinforced concrete which makes its use on a
large scale unavoidable.
There are many problems and points in prestressed concrete
. that require further study and development without VJhi,ch the
practical application of prestressing will not expand as 'it
should o
The two methods of prestressing the concrete are pretensioned
and posttensionedo The i'irst of the two, w1)ich is the niain
concern in this work, relies on bond between the wire or
strand snd the concrete for the transfer of the prestress to
the concrete. Actually the high tensile-steel wire is stressed
in the forms, to a certain percentage of its ultimate strengtho
It is held like this until the concrete, which is later cast
around it has hardened sufficiently and attained enough com-
pressive strength and bond resistance. Then the,tensioning
force is released by releasing the wires at the ends. The
tensioning force is carried ent~rely by bond as a result of
which the concrete is in compression.
It is seen from the ebove thht bond is the most importsnt
factor in pretensioned, prestressed concrete.
Bond is one of the many problems on which the available
literature is extremely limited, and further study is of
great v~"'lue"
11,0 BOND IN f'Hl:;STHESSED CuNCRETE: The factors that build up
bond stress in prestressed concrete are three, namely: (i)
adhesion between the concrete and the wire. It is a purely
"
•
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molecular effect and i ts v;~lue varies wi th various conditions.
(2) Friction between the surface of the wire and the concrete.
This· force of friction is due to pressure imposed on the wire
by concrete when it shrinks. The condition of the surface of
the wire therefore has an appreciable effect on frictional re-
sistance. (3) The wedge effect at the ends of the beam. It is
ob~ious that when wire is stretched its diameter decreases.
The concrete is poured when the wire is in this condition.
After it has hardened the wire -.;1.s rele8sed at the ends and
thus it trie's to attain its previous dimneter before it was
stressed. This increoses the pressure between the .s.urface of
the wire and the concrete and in turn increases the second
factor which is frictional resistance.
It is very difficult to emphasize on the importance of any
one of the above factors over the others. It is obvious that
all of them combine to deve1:op the bond stress. Opinions, .vary
in this respect ;.md some engineers give one of the factors
·more importance than the others •
The following are ·extracts from some of the opinions of
some engineers on the subject of bond.
PoW. Abeles says in bis book "The Principles and Practice of
Prestressed Concrete": "A wedge is formed when the tensioned
wire is severed at the end of the member and regains its orig-
inal diameter which is greater than that where it h~s been re-
duced through the contraction caused by the tensioh. The
higher the tensile stress employed and the smaller the diameter
of the wire the more efficient this anchorage will be. 'l'rans-
mission of the force from wire.to concrete is effected by
bond resistance and friction together with a radial compression".
.
A
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Eo Freyssinet, who conducted tests with preliminary stresses
as high as 256,000 psi explained at the joint meeting of the
Institution of the Structural Engineers and the Societe' des
Ingenieurs Civils de France ·in 1937, that ~~dhesion is not a
question of the concrete' sticking to the steel, but that it
is a wedging action under the effect of the transversal de-
formations of the concrete, similar to the 'gripping of a bar
in a wedge clamp. Its intensity and its efficiency depend on
the quality of the concrete ind the p~cking of the concrete
around the bars".
W.E.1o Armstrong in h:t sp~~per "Bond in Prestressed Concrete"
published in the Journal of the Institution of Civil Engineers
says: "Similar factors, apply in prestressed concrete construction
(he means adhesion and friction). In this case, however, when
the ends of the wire are rele 8 sed they expand and incre~::se the
pressure between the steel and the concrete which will be con-
siderably reduced by the wear which tukes place as the wire
moves through the concrete".
From the above it is seen that there is no fixed opinion on
bond stress in prestressed concrete which rne,,1nS that further
,
..
investi6ution is required.
Because of the great importance of bond stress in preten-
sioned, prestressed concrete, inclination has been toward the
use of many fine wires instead of 18.rge diameter wires •
The cross-sectional area of wire varies with the square of
the radius, while the circumference varies with the first
power of. the radius, hence a decrease in diameter reduces the
load on each wire by an ~10unt much more than the reduction in
."
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bond resistance, and the opposite is true when the dia-
meter is increased. A detailed study to determine the length
of any size of wire required to transfer the prestress from
the wire to the concrete through bond is very essential.
1110 TWO PHASES OF BOND: In prestressed concrete there are two
phases of bond stress. The first occurs exactly after the
'release of the prestress, when the wire at the ends of the
member tries to push into the member, and is held from doing
so by bond stress. This action in pretensioned, prestressed
concrete might bE:: c61led end anchorage. In posttensioning
the cable is held from pushing into the member by using an
anchoring device at the end which bears against the end of
the members.
End anchorage in pretonsioned, prestressed concrete varies
from end anchorage in posttensioned, prestressed concrete in
the f3ct that in the first the anchorage is 'along a certain
length at each end of the wire, while in the second it is
only at the ends of the member.
The second phase of bond stress occurs after the f~rst
phase Dnd when the member acts as a beam.
In a symmetricc:.lly loaded beam the bond stress varies grad-
ually from zero at the center to a maximum at the ends. Here
the bond stress varies in value on each point as when the ex-
ternal forces vary, while in the first phase the distribution
of bond stress pattern along the wire rerr12ins constant after
the release of the prestress.
The two phnses constitute two separate topics in bond stress
and should be investigated separately. For this purpose a
complete research program was p18nned and it includes the
I
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following:
A. Type of tests.
1. Strain and slip tests.
2. Beam tests.
3. Modified beam tests - jacking plates apart
that are located in the center of the beam.
4. Pull-out tests.
B. V8riables to be considered.
l~ The concrete mix proportions.
2. The str~ngth of concrete.
3. The quality of the wire.
a. proportional limit
b. creep
c. wire coating end 8urf~ce of wire
d. ultimate strength
oR.I,} /4. Length of wire imbedimen.:t."
5. Surface of the wire.
6. Effect of wire s"trands.
7.~Diameter of the wire.
8. Admixture effects.'
Due to the time limit of this research project which ~as J
carried on during the academic ':i"ear 1951-52, and which is
presented in this paper, the program was limited to the first
phase of bond stress, and to a small number of tests and
variables. Therefore, it is concluded that this work is
incomplete and it could be considered as a pilot test for a
wider rese&rch to be carried on later.
IV. ACrrUAL RESEARCH:
A.' .Purpose: The purpose of :th1s research was to determi~e
the distribution of bond stress along prestressed concrete
specimens after the release of the prestress. The length
.'
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of imbediment re::l.uired at each end of concrete specimens
to transfer all the prestress from the wire to the concret~
through bond was the primary interest.
B. Variables Considered:
1. Concrete: The cross-section of all the specimens was nom-
inally 5"x5" = 25 sq. in. frhe specimens were reinforced by 25'
0.10" wires uniformly distributed over the cross-sections.
This number was chosen to produce a larger force on the cross-
sections and hence larger strains. The prestress on each wire
. '
"
was initially 135,000 psi and it was assruued that this would
be reduced to 125,000 psi due.tolosses in 'creep, shrinkage,
etc.
According to this assumption the finul stress on each 0.10 11
wire was 125,000 x 0.007854 = 982 pounds. Therefore, the
stress on the concrete was 982 psi III f c •
,
'rhe ultimate strength of concrete was assumed to be three
times f c giving an fb of 3 x 982 =2946 psi. The concrete mix
was designed to give an fb of 3000 psi at seven days.
BeCBuse of the limited time available high early strength
cement was used in order to produce the required strength in
seven days with a water cement ratio of 6.5 gallons per sack.
The maximum size. of COLrse aggregate used was one-half inch
in order to allow placing around the wires. The absolute
volume method was used for· the design of the mix as follOWS:
Fora three-inch slump water content = 40 gal. per C.Y.
Cement factor lit 40 lit 6.15 sacks per cubic yard
6.5
Absolute volume of cement lit 94x6.15 III 2.95 cubic feet.
3.15x62.3
Volume of water • iQ • 4.34 cubic feet.
7.48
Volume of paste
-7-
• 7.29 cubic feeto
'.
Absolute volume of aggregate = 27 - 7.29 =19.71 cU o ft.
Absolute volume of sand = 19.71 x 51% = 10.05 cu. ft.
Absolute volume of gravel = 19.71 - 10005 =9.66 cu. ft.
Weight of surface dry sand = 10.05 x 62 0 3x2.6 = 1630 lb.
Weight of surface dry gravel =9.66 x 62.3x2 07 =1630 lb o
Weight ,Eer sack of cement:
dry sand = 1630/b.15 = 2651bs. )(
dry gravel = 163/6015 D c65 lbs.
Correction for moisture:
moisture in sand D 105 x 265 • 3098 lbs.
TOO
moisture in gravel - 0 lbs.
Total moisture = 3.98 = 0.48 gallon.
'3;"33
Weight of moist sand = 265 ~ 3~98= 268.98 lbs o
Weight of gravel = 265.00 lbs.
Water to be added = 6.5 - 0 0 48 =6.02 gal./sack
Weight per batch:
Proportions: Cement =1
Gravel = 265 = 2.82
94
Sand m 268.98 a 2.86
-94
Batch volume m 1.6 cu. ft.
Absolute volume of sand.. =10 005 cu.ft.
Absolute volume of gravelo 9.66 cu. ft.
Absolute volume of cement = 2.95 cu. ft.
Sand/batch = 10 0 05 xl.6 = 0.595 c.fto = 0.595 x 206x6203 =96 0 7#
27
Gravel/batch g 9 066xl.6 - O.572c.ft.=0.572x2.7 x62.3 =96.5#
27
Cement/batch • 2.95 xl o 6 = 0.175 c.ft.- 1.75x3.15xb2 03= 34.3#
?:7"
Water/batch = 6.02x34.3 = 22 gals. = 2.2 x 8033 = 18.3#9i:r ' -
After mixing the first batch it was found that the mix was not
workable, 'hence some water was added holding the water cement
ratio constant 0 '1'he quan.ti ty of v~ater added was that which
was for an additional 3,.0 lb. of cemeI}t.
10 x 18 00 = 5 034 lb o
34.3,
..
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.Adjusted weights ~ batch:
Sand = 9b 07 Ibo
Gravel :9605 l~o
Cement: 34 03 + 10 = ~5030 Ib o
~ater =1803 ~ 5 034 = 23.64 lb.
F'oI' the lr.:st batch the additional quantity of cement left Was
7 Ib 0 which made the ~un()unt of additional water equal to 7
~
Adjusted weights for last batch:
SL.nd
=
9u.7 lb.
Gravel
=
9005 lb •
Cement
-
34 03 + 7 - 41 03 lb.
- -Water
-
If3 03 .. 3 07
=
22 00 lb.
-
Four batches of concrete were neces~ary to provide for the
required volume of concrete. }Tom each batch one control cyl-
I
inder was made which gave a total of four. 'l'he cJ71inders were
c',u'ed in the same 'way 8.S the .specimens by using wet burlap
for six'dayso
TwO of these cylinders \ve.re tested in the 300,000# machine
in Fritz Engineering Laboratory nine days after pouring in
order to determine the strength of concrete in the first speci-
mens which vcre te sted also nine days after pourtng. 'r'he ul ti-
mate strength for the first cylinder was 6020 psi and that of
the second 6730 psi. The average value was 6372 psi.
'l'he remaining two cylinders were te sted in the same way
eleven days after pouring because the remaining specimens were
also tested at this time. The ultimate strenJths were 6780 psi
and 5550 psi respectively, giving an·average value of 6170 psio
The big difference in ultimate strepgth between the estimated
value of' 3000 psi in the designed mix and the actual ultimate
strength was due to two important reasons. In th€ first place
in order to obtain an f 6 of 3000 ,psi at seven day's a water
•-9-
cement ratio of 7 05 gal/sack should have been used.
Actually 605 gal/sack were added o In the second place the
cylinders were tested at nine and eleven days respectively
and not at seven days. This had also a substantial effect
in the increase in strength.
Tables (1) and (2) represent the results of ' tests on the
four cylinders. Figure (1) contains the stress-strein
curves for the four cylinders and Figure (2) represents the
proce&lre of testing the cylinders in the 300,000 lb. machine
in ~Titz Engineering Laboratory.
2. Wire: One type of wire was used for all the specimens.
It waS the 0.10" wire produced by J.A o hoebling's Sons Co.
To plot the stress-strain curve and hence determine the
modulus of elasticity of the wire, an A-12, SR-4 strain gage
was mounted on a piece of this wire, ;"nd then tested in the
300,000 lb. machine in Fritz Laboratoryo Table (3) represents
the results of the test. The wire was loaded up to 1200 lb.
and then unloaded. This operation was repeated two more times.
In the fourth operation_ the load was carried up to 1580 lbs.
The wire· was threaded at the ends and four standard 3-48 nuts
were used on each end for gripping. This will be explained
later, more fully. Failure occurred at 1580 lbs.' when the
nuts sheared off.
The purpose of the last loading cycle was to show the shear-
ing re si stance of four 3-48 nuts which proved to be safe enough?
for this researcho The results of the strains from the vhrious
loading cycles were very close as it is seen from Ta~le (3)
and while plotting the curves the different points nearly
coino.ided. Hence an average v81ue of the last three cycles
-10-
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Figure (2)
The ~rocess of 'osting Concrete Cylinders
on 300,000 lb. Machine
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W8S taken to draw curve number (2) shown on Figure (3). In
the last three cyoles the zero reading was taken as 260 lbs.
on the wire or 33,100 psi. The modulus of elastioity of the
wire as calculated on Figure (3) was very close to 30,000,000 psi.
The above experiment proved the efficiencw of an A-12, SR-4
~strain gage when used on the 0.10" wire because the modulus
of elasticity obtained was very close to that reported by
manufacturers obtained by other methods involving much larger
gage lengths'.
3. Lengths of Embedments: Three lengths of embedment were
considered in the research, namely; 1, 3, and 4.5 feet. In
turn, three specimens of each of the afore-mentioned lengths
we're CHSt. All the specimens were reinforced with 25 wires
uniformly distributed across the cross-section.
C. PROCEDURE OF RESEARCH
1. Forms: 'rhe forms 10lsed in this' work were previously used by'
other personnel in Fritz Engineering Laboratory, to pour certain
perstressed concrete' specimens for pull-out te sts. rfuey were
made of two side channels and a bottom plate, and were five
inches wide and six inches deep and 56 inche~ long. Three
n/ew forms 5 11 x6"xl12" were made by welding; certain of the above
forms together. For each of the thr~e forms a p&ir of end
plates 6"xlO"xl/2" was mE,de with thirty holes, 0.12" in dia-'
meter. The purpose of these end plates.was to furnish a sur-
face on which"the prestressing devices could bear. The end
plat~s carried the whole prestressin.the wires before it was
transferred into the concrete. These plates re,sted 'against
the ends of the forms and were held in place by seat clamps.
'r •
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In order to keep the wires in alignment and for the pro-
tection of symmetry, two end channels were especially cons-
tructed with the same pattern of holes as in the end plates.
They were 5"x6" and were placed in the forms between the sides.
-
These secured perfect alignment and prevented the end plates
from moving. Figure (4) shows the end plates, the end
channels nnd the forms.
2. '1'he Prestressing Device: The baste idea of the prestressing'
"-device was taKen l'rom the un1 t w111Ch was used by lVlr. Melville
at the university or Virginia.
Tills unit was made of a bolt, a number of nuts, and an allen'
set screen with a bearing ball as shown in Figure .(5). A hole
was drilled through the entire length of the Dolt. ~hen the
wire was inserted lnto tilis hole ana was ancl1oredoy the Allen
sets.cr.e:w WhiCh .forcea the oearlng oall against the wire. '1'0
stress the wire the nut adj8ce~t to the bearing plate 1s un-
screwed, which pushes the bolt out, thus causi-ng an elongat:t0n
in the wire. In c~se one nut is not enough to produce the re-
quired elongation the second one bearing against the i'irsy, 1s
unscrewed. This process'is cOntinued using as many nuts as
necessary to develop the required elongation in the wire.
Mr. Melville used in his resec::.rch a wire of a smaller diameter
than the wire used here and rlBnce 'the prestress on each wire
was less than one-half the stress on the 0.10 11 wire applied
I
in thiS research.
~he same device was constructed and tested on the bV,OOUH
macnlne in 1''r1tz .l:!.ngineering Laooratory. When the stress on
the U.lu ii wire reG-ched a vf-Jlue of aoove 20U#, that is to say,
25,000 psi, slip occurred which proved the inefficiency of one
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allen set screw to hold the wire.' Then another allen set
screw with a bearing b::?ll was provided on the side of the
bolt opposite to that where the first allen set screw was
and about 1/2" below. This new,device was again tested and
it was found that the highest stress obtainable before slip
,
"
occurred was about 40,000 psi.
The foregoing tests proved\the inefficiency of this method
of anchorage for a 0.10" wire~ C:lnd thus a new method was
used. rrhis was to thread the '.ends of the wire. A number of
3-48 - standard nuts were screwed onto the wire so that they
i
rested against the end of ':the bolt as shown in Figure (5).
rrhe basic idea of the threading of the wire adopted W1JS de-
veloped Elnd reported by J?rofessors' W.J.Ene;y and A.C. Loewer,
Jr. at tho First U.S., Conference on Prestressed Concrete ~t
M.I.T. 'in August, 1951. 'l'bis will be later discussed in detail.
AnothL;r modification to Mr. Melville's unit was made. 1n-
stead of uSing a number of nuts to produce the required el-
ongation a tube one inch in length was devised. First, a
standard nut Vias sCf'ewed onto the bolt and then the bolt was
fitted into the tube until the nut was bearing against the
tube. By unscrewing the nut the tube was pushed out and
eventually the bolt wDspushed in the op~osite direction thus
stretching the wire, Figure (5).
This tube has four advantages over the system of nuts de-'
vised by N~. Melville. In the first place it is much easi~r
to handle because one nut is used only until the required 'el-
ongation 1s developed. In the second place, when the stress
1s a little high and the nut in j/lr. Melville's unit is threaded
all the way out, there might not be suffic~ent area on the
"J.
root of the threads to hold the stress, therefore the threads
..
I ,
,.
}
I
~
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on the bolt or nut might shear off.. This is completely
avoided in the unit used here, because the nut is never
threaded all the way out of the bolt. In the third place
when the first nut in Mr. Melville's unit is threaded all
the way out, and before the second nut is used, the bolt
tends to lean from the perpendicular to the plate and, thus
a source of error is encountered. This 18' 8,1 so completely
avoided in the new unit used here. In the fourth place,
when the second nut which is bearing against the first is
unscrewed, the first tends to move around the wire thus
becoming eccentric. In· this case the second nut is partly
bearing against the first nut hence the load becomes eccentric.
This might cause some inclination of the bolt. This source
of error is not possible in the new unit.
Figure (5) represents a diagr~ of the unit used in this
research and also Figure (6) is a photograph of the same
unit and various parts.
3. Threading the Wires: The threading of the wires was
tried wh~n the method of gripping the wire by the allen set
screw failed. In the beginning an ordinary 3';'48 die was: used
to chase a thread on the ends of a short piece of wire. The
die was completely ruined after one end of the wire was
threaded for a di.stance of about one-half inch. This was
because of the extreme hardness of the wire. After this
unfortunate resUlt the attention towards other possible
methods for gripping the wire were considered.
One method which was tried and whichp~oved to be a
failure was to give a few blows to the end of the wire in
order~ to flatten it thus increasing its one dimension. This
was done and then the wire was fitted into a piece' of steel
c-22-
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Figure (6)
Various Parts of restressing Unit, End
Anchor ge, and Half Rod Piece
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with a hole 1/10" diameter. Then it was tested in the
machine by gripping ,the other epd. When the load went to
about 35,000 psi slip occurred and then,the wire started
making e groove in the hole. in the piece of metal in order
to find its way out.
Another method was to bend the end of the wire at right
angles and then to fit it in the hole of the piece of metal.
When this was tested at a load of about 50,000 psi the end
of the wire straightened itself and slipped out.
All the above facts switched the attention back to thread-
ing, which proved to be a reliable method of gripping as
presented in the report by Pro'fessor.s' 'N.J. Eney and A.C.
Loewer, Jr.
The number of wires 1ft{hose ends were to be threaded for a
length of about' half an inch was 75. To use ordinary dies
was a very expensive method, because as mentioned before a
one-h81f inch of thread was enough to ruin the die, hence
adjustable high speed dies were tried. They proved to be
much better than ~he ordinary ones.
Several ways for handling these dies were tried and ~he
most effective was to begin the pattern of threads with one
die which was adjusted by increasing its diameter slightly.
:This first pattern of thread was not deep enough to fit int~
a 3-48' standard nut, thus a second die was used whose diameter
was increased by a little less then the first one. Still the
depth of thread was not enough nnd a third unadjusted die did
the final .job perfectly.
This method reduced tremendously the number of dies which
would have been necessary had ordinary low-speed dies been
used. It was concluded that even the high-speed dies wer~ I
-24-
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Figure (7A)
End View of Two Forms Showing Threaded
~ire Ends, Dead ~nds, and Prestress-
ing Devices
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Figure (7B)
End View of Forms With Prestressing
Devices and Dead Ends
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dead end until itneste.d exactly on the half-rod. Approxi-
mate1y no'c1e8rance,was left between the wire and the half-
rod. Had clE.:arance occurred here, the wire might have been
pulled to an erroneous stress by misinterpretatio~of elonga-
tion at the loading bolt.
5. Prestressing the Wire: rrhe Modulu,s of Elas'tici ty of the
wire was found to be 30,000,000' psi and the length"of one
wire was 9.75'. H~nce the ,elongation of each wire required
to d~velop a stress of~5,000 psi was determined as follows:
\
E:: fs II
r
In order
135000 a O.004p in/in.; total elong. a O.0045 x 9.75
30,000,000.' '. x '12= 0,.5265" .
,.
to· check whether thi.s elongation produced the re- '.
1"-
..
qUired stress', A-12, SR-4· strain gages were set on three
pa.irs of wire, one pair in each form. (li'igures 8 and 9) •
ks seen from above, 0.0045 in/ip. were required to produce
a stress of 135,000 psi or 4500 micro inches. Therefore,
the. wires on whlch 'the g'a'ges were set were stressed until
",-
an elongfltion o,f 4500 micro inch.~s was indicated in'} t,he
strain indicater and also the elongation of the wire was
~..
measured by measuring the distances the bolt moved away ,
from the nut. In the first pair it was more than the es-
timated value of 0.5265 by 6.083 i ,'in the second pair by
0.088 inches and in the third, by 0.0735".
These results proved·that the calculated elongation was'
not enough to prpduce the required stress beCb.use parts of
it were lost in the dead ends in deforIIlation in the prest-
,ressi:t;lg device, in the end plate, in bending, which waS
seen by the naked eye and in shortening of jacking ft~e
itself.
It was assumed that an increase of 0.0735 inches in the
,•
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1"1gure (8 )
A-12, SR-4 Strain Gages On '''ires
For Checking On frestress
t·
,
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Figure (9)
he rocess of Prestressin3 The Wires On
'Vhich A-12, 'R-4 Strain Gages
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elongation was necessary to produce the required elonga-
tion and each wire was elongated by this distance.
After stressing all the wires in the three forms, another
check Wt::.S considered. The three pairs of wires on which
the SR-4 gages were set,were agf,l.in released from their stress.
.. .
The same process of stressing them was followed as previously.
described and it was found that the actual elongation 'in the
first pair W8S 0~023 inches 'more than the estimated~figure of
0.5265", in the second, it was 0.052 inches more;a.ri.d in the
third 0.048 inches more. rrhe average value' was 0.041 inches.
The actual increase in each wire was 0.0735 inches, and t~e
final check proved that part of it was l'ost in the deformation
caused by the initial setting' of ,the test frflme.The es-
timated prestress is within 5% of the actual and thus was
satisfactor~ for the purpose of this work.'
D. DESCrGPTION OF TES'I'S:
It was previously mentioned that very' little has been re,,:,
ported concerning bond stress in pretensioned, prestressed
concrete. Opinions varied as to the length of each end of
the wire nece ssary. for en,d anchorage 0 Actuall'y ,this length
varies for va~ious wires, and the range of this length
\
which was given ~n the available literature was very larg~,
beginning with (50-90) diameters for fine wire, 0.08" in
diameter, up to (150-400), diameters for larger diameter
" ~wires, 0.2 •
In this work three lengths of -embedment were chosen to
determine the length required for end anchorage of a 0.10"
wire. They were 1'-0" (A series) 3'-0" (B series) and
- '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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4 1 _6 11 (C se'ries). Three specimens for each length were
made with a nominal cross-section of 5 11 x5 11 • All the speci-
mens were reinforced with 25 - 1/10" "vires, uniformly dis-.
tributed across the cross-section and equally prestressed.
Hence a uniform unit load was assumed to develop across any
section in any specimen. This assumption holds true only if
the stresses in all the wires were equal and if the distribu-
tiori of bond stress along the lengths of 811 the ~ir~s were
, the same. As to the first criterion it W8.S previously con-
I
cluded that the stress in all the wires was within 5% of the
estimated value which was quite satisfcctory for the purpose
of this w?rk. The second assumption depends on how well the
concrete was poured in all the specimens end upon the surf~ce
condition of all the wires •.
,
Thus it was assum~d that all the
wires had the same condition of surface and that concrete was
poured in the same way in all specimens. Of course this. as ....
sumption was not exactly true b~cause the surf8cecondition
. . .
of all the wire was not exactly the seme and hence another
souroe of error was ereated.
,
According to the above assumptions, the strain across any
,
cross-sectiqn in any specimen was assumed to be the same.
rhe idea behind this work Was to determine the aistribution
of bond stress along the length of wire in; eRch specimen by
dete~mining the strains produced in the concrete along the
. length of each specimen after the releas~ of the prestress.
The str&ins were assumed to vary from zero at the'end to a
maximum value somewhere .near the center o·
. The length from the end of e8ch specimen to the point
where the strain is maximum should determine the length of
Wire required to transfer the prestress from the wire to
-32-
the concrete by bond.
For this purpose it was decided to mount a certain number
of A-ll, SR-4 strain gages along the centerline of the ex-
,posed surface of each specimen. Beca.use of the fact ,that
there was no clear idea. about the pattern of the distribution
of bond alohg the length of the wire, a ~i~ot test was con-
ducted on specimen #lC (4' -6" long) and specimens filA, 2A
and 3A (1'_0" long). All these specimens were poured in one
of the forms a s shown in :b~igure (10). rfhe gage s were set in
,the pattern shown on 'Tables (4), (5),' and (6). This test was
conducted when the concrete was nine days old. An initial set
\of readings was taken before the release of the wire, Tables
(4) 'a.nd (5) and Figure (11). Then the wire was released.
Figure (lOA) represents the position of the specimens in the
form, Gnd the side views show how the wires were stressed. The
dot's are the prestressing devices and the lines joining pairs
of dots represent the dead endS. The wires were released at
each end in such a way as to avoid concentration of stress on
one pHrt of the section.
In the beginning the inclination was toward haVing all the
prestressing devices at one end of the form and the dead ends
at cmother end. This would have rendered the process, of pre-
. stressing very difficult because of the small clearances be-
tween the prestressing deVices and hence it was decided to
have the distribution shovm in Figure (10) It 1'his ,facilitated
extremely the prestressing pr~cess but at the same time it
created an unpredicted resuito
Durin~ the process of releasing the stress the specimens in
the form were held from mOVing freelJ" by the force of friction'
between them and the form. This is obvious from a comparison
(, ~ < .... '"
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Figure (11)
Actual Test Before Release of Prestress
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of the strains in the specimens exactly after release and
those after the removel of the forms and shaking of the
specimens, Tables (4), (5), and (6).
because of the above fact the wires in t~e one-foot speci-
mens 'did not, mOVe towards the ce~ter of each specimen but had
to move from the end which was released towards the fixed end
(dead end) on the other side. This was obvious and it was
detected by the naked eye. As an example, ,while rele£clsing
wirer's No. (1) and (2) at the west end, Figure (lOA) they
started slipping through, specimens (3A), (2A), and (lA), and
t~e slip was seen as a polished length of wire in the clear-
ance between the specimens. A somewhat similar action took
place when the wires were being released from the east end, but
,to a le sseI' extent beco,use there ,were not EtS many unbonded strain
lengths of wire between the specimens end the east end as were
at the Illest end. T'his no doubt produced a very complicated
cross-strain phenomena in 8.11 specimens. This result was not
..
satisfactory but it WQS concluded that the one-foot specimen
was not sufficient to hold the prestress by bond when subjected
to 8, condi tion 1;'esembling a pull-out test.
IfJhile relet-,sing the wires at the west end, or the end ad-
jacent to the one-foot specimens, the nuts in the prestressing
device were turned many times, but this process'at the east end,
towards the 4'_6" specimen required one or two turns to re-
lease the prestress. This indicated that the prestress WaS
transferred to the concretel:l~l,,1?ond in the 4' -6" ,specimen,
while it was not in the one-foot specimen.
When the ,pre stre ss was rele" sed and wh,en the side of the
form was removed, the specimens were shaken and another set
of readings was taken.'
'.
."
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It is seen from 'rable (4) and Figure (12) that the. strains
developed in the one-foot specim~ns were erratic and very
small compared to the '13trains that should have actually been
. produced if the whole prestress were.held by bond. This will
be discussed more fully later.
The strains obtained in the 4.5' specimen No. lC were more
or less satisfactory as shown in the curve Figure (14). 'rhis
result proved thAt the strains varied almost from zero around
the ends of the specimens. to a maximum value around the center.
As a result of this first test it was decided to change the
pattern of the distribution of the gages .along the lengths of
the remaining specimens as shown on Tables (5) and (6).
. '.
The gages were set for the second part of the test on the
three 3.0' feet specimen,s and on. the remaining two 4~5 ft •
specimens. An initial set of readings 'was taken and.the wires
were then released. ·Before the removal of the forms and after
, the release a set of readings was taken, and another also
after the removfil of the' forms. The difference in strains· ob-
tained between these' two sets of readings as seen from Tables
.( 5) and (6) showed the effect of friction between the concrete
. and the forms.
\
During the process of releasing the wire on the three-feet
specimens a very important 'observation. was made which inter-
prets the unsatisfa.ctory. results obtained 8.S· seen from Figure
(13). It was found thatsome1of the wires required many turns
of the nut on the prestressing device in order to release the
stress and others required fewer turns. This'meant that the
prestress in some of the wires was held by bond while in the
others, where many turns were necessary" slip occurred. This
,
seems to substantiate the positiv~ and negative strHins shown
~
I
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on Figure (13).- The curve for 3B shows th!:1t most of the top
- . ,
wires slipped while the bottom ones were partly lleld,by bond
\ ,
causing expansion of thetop~s~rface of the specimen and henc'e
the posi t:1ve , strains. 'rhe strains obtained for specimens No.
2C and 3C wereqi:lite satisfactory and this 1s shown'in Figures
, (15) and (16).
I. Calculations: The prestress on each viire was assumed to
be 1,':>5,000 psi. Each wire was elongated bY,4500 micro' inches/
"
inch in order to ,develop this stress. ,Immedie.tely after the
release of the wire part of this stress was lost due to the
strains dev~loped in the concrete the calculations for which
are shown below:
(e.) Specimen No. Ie
Maximum strain in the specimen III 158 micro inches.
At ,this point the stress in the wire becom~s:
i':
, 135;000 x' 4500-158') '~
4500
130,000 psi.
, (
•
Load on each wire -130,000 x 0.007854 =1020 Ibs o
/
and hence unit load on concrete 1:1 1020 psi. This unit
'load shouldthave pro~uced a maxDnUm strain in the
specimen of:
EII,1020 • 0.000204' inches/inch or 204 micro inches.
5,GOO~'bOO c' '
The, fact that this ~train was not fully developed might be
partly attributed to losses in prestress due to (1) plB.stic
, ,
flow and, shrinkage, (12)' t,o the _uneven section of, the specimen
" being a little more than five inches bec,ause' the side of the'
, '
,form was warped after weldiz:t.g it .at the bottom,' (3) the longi-
tudinal clearance between the specimens was not enough for ,the
stress to relax complet~ly. While pouring, the concrete went
t
through'these clearances and caused a stress concentration, as
..
•
•
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a result of which the specimens were slightly lifted at the ends
making an angle with the, bottom of the form when the initial
'tension was released, (4) due to drift in the strain indicator •
(b) Specimen No. 20: (. ','
Maximum strain in specimen. 224 m:iJcro inches. /
~'-~. .L-----------
Stress in wire become~135.,.UOOOUOxx~45PO~ 128.200 psi.
. ~500
Load/wire =128,200 x 0.007854~lOOO lbs. and unit load
on cuncrete = 1000 psi. kaXimufu strain that should have
been developed is:
E. =1000 = 0.00.021 inche:s = 2lq riJ.~cro inches.
4,750,000
This is much closer to 'the ~ctua1 value obtained II 224
micro inches.
(c) Specimen No. 30:
Maximum strain in specimen CJ 180 micro inches.
,
Stress in wire becomes 135,000 x 4500-180~130,000 microinch~
4500 '
Load/Wire = 130,000 x 0.007854 =1020 lbs. and unit load
on concrete II 1020 psi. Maxi,mum strain that should have
been developed is:
~. ·1020 • 245 micro inches.
4,750,000
The difference between the 8ctual value and the calculated
value might be attributed to the same.factors mentioned
for specimen No. lC.
As it is seen from Tables (4), (5}and (6) three sets of read-
ings were taken for {~ll the, specimens during the two weeks fol-
lowing the initial readings. The recorded strains. must have
been erroneous, and this Cem definitely be attributed to the
drift in the strain indicator and gElges over time. This conc-,
lusion'was derived from the fact that while the one-foot spec i-
mens showed negligible strains in the first readings the in-
..
i
iI. •
•
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dicated strains changed tremenaously in the later readings g
This ~train change was not constant for all gages o'bserv~dQ
Tables· (4), (5), and (6) show that the readings on July 3,
7, and 14 , 1952 are completely unreliable. These results
proved that th&gages used will not give good results except
. immediately after taking the zero readings.
,
••
•
•
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COHCLUSIoNS
The time allotted for this work was very limited, and
hence m::my sources of erros which were mentioned previously
and which will be. mentioned again "could have been a·voided.
For similar future work the following should be considered:
(1) The jacking frame should be separate from the
pouring forms.
(2) Before the release of the prestress, and in order to
provide complete freedom for the specimens to move
the sides and. bottom of the pouring forms should be
removed and some beuring rollers. set between th6
bottom of the specimens and the floor.
(3) 'I!he tar pap6r which was used as an inner lining of -
the .forms should be &voided and oiling the forms
from the inside substituted therefore.
(4) 'i'h(; longi tudinsl clear&.nce between specimens should
be at le~st two inches.
(5) 1he Jacki~s of the wir6s should be .from one side of
the j~cking frame only to eli~inate cross-strains
in the specimens.
(b) .:)ome good method for mechanical vibrations.. should
be proYid~d.
It was concluded from the results ofth~ tests thet a length
of at least 30 inches from each "end of, ,any member is nect?ssary
to tr~nsfer t~e prestress from the b.10" wire to the concrete
by bondo /lny' length which iSi.Jess than this is not advisable.
'I'he method of pOurinG the 'concrete affects this length sub-
stantially.On'large coristruction projects it is very diffi-
. s '
cult to achieve hi3h quality .concrete at all times as is
possible in controlled laboratory research. Hence a length
grE;;ater than 00 inches from each end might be desi-ruble from
the viewpoint of sufficient factor of safetio
s·r •
f
•
,
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